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ABSTRACT

The disconnect between insights generated from data and real-life
practices of decision makers presents a number of open questions
for visual analytics (VA). In public service planning, routine data are
often perceived as unavailable, biased, incomplete and inconsistent
across services. Decision makers often rely on qualitative data
- sometimes collected through co-production - to understand the
lived experience of communities before formulating a decision. We
followed a subjectivist case study approach and immersed ourselves
in ongoing co-production activities over the course of one year, to
capture how VA can support the dialogue between population health
decision-makers and the communities they serve. We present a
framework for Connecting Lived Experiences with Visualisation of
Electronic Records (CLEVER). The framework regards visualisation
as a central component in a complex adaptive decision-making
ecosystem and highlights the need to structure domain knowledge
across decision contexts in Population Health Management (PHM)
at clinical-, service- and district-levels. Our process for developing
an initial framework comprised three steps: (i) we elicited decision-
making tasks through a series of qualitative data collection activities;
(ii) we developed a preliminary domain model to capture data views
and a subjective view of the world through human stories; and (iii)
we developed a series of visualisation prototypes to instantiate the
framework and demonstrated them regularly to stakeholders. In
future work, we will conduct ‘deep dives’ to systematically study
the role of VA in individual stages of the framework.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visu-
alization design and evaluation methods.

1 INTRODUCTION

Routinely collected data, such as Electronic Health Records (EHRs),
have immense potential to improve public services and guide ef-
forts to design health interventions [13]. The realisation of this
potential requires several challenges to be addressed to bridge the
well documented gap between data insights and real-world decision-
making [6,7]. These challenges are exacerbated in Population Health
Management (PHM), where different “departments seek to connect
practice to policy for change to happen locally” [2]. This cross-
service approach highlights the need for intelligence to be reliably
shared across organisations. PHM further emphasises the role of
co-production with local communities in affecting the decision-
making process. The diversity of decision-making contexts and the
information considered presents several challenges to stages of the
visualisation design study methodology, where visualisation users
are expected to externalise which data-driven insights they require to
make decisions. Conversely, visualisation researchers are often pre-
sented with qualitative information, where the link between insight
and decision-making is poorly captured.
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This paper presents a preliminary framework to facilitate the role
of visual analytics (VA) researchers and guide their engagement with
PHM stakeholders during the Discover and Design stages of the
design study methodology [19]. The framework addresses the need
to Connect the Lived Experiences of stakeholders with Visualisation
of Electronic Records (CLEVER). Through presenting an explicit
structure to guide the integration of domain knowledge (e.g., the
lived experience of health service users) with data visualisation, the
CLEVER framework offers a systematic approach to bridge the
gap between stakeholders’ scattered knowledge of the world and
data-driven insights. It is based on immersing ourselves in an ongo-
ing case study, over the course of one year, at a population health
research facility that maintains a district-wide data repository, link-
ing routine data across education, housing, policing, environment,
health, and social care [20]. The study captured the perspectives of
policymakers, practitioners, and communities on ways in which data
can help improve services for neurodivergent children.

While this preliminary framework does not offer actionable de-
sign principles for visually integrating lived experiences with data, it
presents a birdseye view of the soft intelligence required for visuali-
sation to facilitate the dialogue between decision-makers and data;
and a roadmap for future work to empirically establish the utility of
such dialogue in decision-making. Our contributions in this paper
are twofold: (i) We characterise the problem space of PHM through
building a preliminary domain model that captures both data and
human perspectives. (ii) We propose CLEVER, a socio-technical
framework that seeks to answer the questions: (a) what knowledge
constructs should visualisation researchers expect stakeholders to
have; and (b) what design alternatives can connect this knowledge
to data visualisation in PHM? In what follows, we motivate these
two questions with relevant literature and a running example.

1.1 The Role of Stakeholders’ Knowledge
Effective visualisations build a mapping between users’ real-world
knowledge and their interaction with visual analytics. This mapping
aims to bridge gaps in data, which hinder the ability to transform
them into insights [15], and gaps in users’ implicit knowledge of
the world, which could hinder their ability to make better-informed
decisions. Early work by van Wijk regarded domain knowledge
to be a function of VA [21]. A more recent view considers that
knowledge priors predate the VA environment, therefore, domain
knowledge is expected to act as a “first-class artifact... that is both
an input and an output of VA activities” [18]. We adopt this view as
we examine the input (users’ knowledge of the world) and output
(anticipated decision-making tasks) of PHM stakeholders.

Consider, for example, the decision to provision a new service for
autistic children within a district. Selecting from a range of possible
services requires a quantifiable measure of demand as well as con-
textual understanding of the anticipated improvements in children’s
outcomes and experiences. While EHRs offer a starting point to
identify demand, decision-makers acknowledge several barriers (in-
cluding long waiting lists, inconsistent data recording practices, etc.)
that deprive a large proportion of the autistic population from having
their care journey adequately represented in EHRs. Therefore, dis-
parate pieces of information need to be collected from individuals
and organisations along the service referral pipeline.



Figure 1: Overview of our subjectivist methodology. Qualitative activities including interviews, focus groups and immersion, were conducted in the
context of the child neurodiversity case study. White boxes represent steps in our future work to establish the real-world utility of the framework.

In visual analytics, knowledge is often classified into operational
(informing users’ interaction with a system) and domain knowl-
edge (supporting the interpretation of presented information) [5].
Domain knowledge is often viewed from a data-centric lens, in
which it determines the users’ ability to interpret data [18], and
reason about the “existence and source” of error [15]. This data-
focused definition assumes a high level of (i) centralisation, where
individual users are assumed to know enough about the possible
mismatches between data and real-world practices, and (ii) agency
where users are comfortable and confident in mapping insights to
real-world situations. For example, in the clinical and epidemio-
logical decision-making context presented by McCurdy et al. [14],
individual users knew enough to explain data discrepancies which
may impact their interpretation. Similarly, Kerrigan et al.’s taxon-
omy of domain knowledge elicitation considers machine learning
experts as the main stakeholders [12]. A common thread in these
studies is that they regard knowledge elicitation from a human-in-
the-loop perspective, where data and systems take center stage and
the role of human expertise is structured around the stages of data
pre-processing, model design, etc. This is rarely the case in PHM,
where decisions begin and end with human stories [17], while data
(if available) play a complementary role to back them with evidence.

1.2 Designing Knowledge-Assisted Visual Analytics
The adapted process model of visualisation by Federico et al. [8]
illustrates how visualisation connects between a cognitive (human)
space and a computational (machine) space. Our work focuses on
considerations for VA design to facilitate a two-way mapping be-
tween users’ tacit knowledge Kτ and explicit knowledge Kε . Tacit
knowledge is defined as knowledge that is not consciously con-
trolled and is often difficult to express or communicate. It is usually
acquired through experience or practice and can be transformed
into explicit knowledge through a process of codification [16]. In
VA research, a user’s tacit knowledge is expected to grow as a re-
sult of an internalisation process, whereby the user interfaces with
knowledge presented in the visualisation [8,18]. A knowledge exter-
nalisation process, on the other hand, refers to the elicitation of tacit
knowledge from humans to be expressed in the form of rules, mod-
els, and computational constructs that can inform data analysis [8],
interpretation [14, 21] and guidance for user interaction [4].

While the role of visualisation is clearly defined in knowledge
internalisation, it is less clear in the literature if and how such a
role exists in supporting knowledge elicitation and externalisation.
Understanding design considerations that can establish this role is
critical if visualisation is to support the collation of evidence from
routine data and ‘soft intelligence’ across the PHM ecosystem.

2 THE CLEVER FRAMEWORK

We followed a subjectivist case study approach in developing the
CLEVER framework for eliciting implicit knowledge in PHM (Fig-
ure 1). Similar to the process of developing a socio-technical evalua-
tion framework for health information systems by Yusof et al. [22],
our case study approach helped us gain an in-depth understanding
of the contexts surrounding current and prospective use of routinely

linked data in a specific PHM problem; namely, child neurodiver-
sity. A literature review helped us identify the key data analytic
questions that support PHM research in this area. It also helped us
identify stakeholder groups who interact and interface with the three
key contexts in PHM decision-making at clinical, organisational,
and district levels [13]. We conducted eleven interviews and three
focus group discussions with decision makers at all three levels.
We then immersed ourselves in regular research meetings with a
PHM research team (of which two members are co-authors) and in
co-production sessions hosted by district-level service providers for
parents and families of neurodivergent children.

We used a deductive analysis approach to map knowledge con-
structs that were captured in our qualitative activities to a domain
model for PHM. We detail this approach in Section 2.1. Next, we
developed an initial framework for human-data collaboration and
used this framework to develop a series of visualisation prototypes.
The prototypes were shared regularly at PHM research meetings and
feedback was used to iterate both the software and the framework.
We showcase a snapshot of these iterations in Section 2.2.

2.1 Preliminary Domain Model

What constitutes a useful structure for domain knowledge in PHM?
We started with mapping statements captured in our interviews to
components of the structural framework for explicit domain knowl-
edge developed by Rind et al. [18]. The framework defines concepts
as the first modular knowledge construct to be codified, and identifies
mappings of concepts to (a) datasets, where knowledge manifests
in relevant data items; and (b) VA environment, where knowledge
is utilised. Our domain model identified two stages of knowledge
construction in these mappings (Figure 2):
Manifestation of a reference population. In PHM, a key concept
is the reference population, which defines a cohort of interest to a
specific public health challenge. This concept can be manifested in
data as a mapping d : R → C where R is the set of data references
defining the cohort (e.g., individuals in a certain locality), and C are
characteristics that map members of the population to relevant fea-
tures (e.g., ethnicity) or events (e.g., diagnoses) in electronic records.
Identifying the reference population requires human expertise for
direct labeling and/or indirect characterisation of individuals.

To illustrate this, we consider our autism example from Sec-
tion 1.1, where two relevant constructs were identified in our analy-
sis: Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Developmental Disorder
of Motor Function (DDMF). An examination of the Connected Brad-
ford dataset, which contains healthcare records for over 600,000 cit-
izens, revealed that only 154 cases of children with relevant DDMF
diagnoses were annotated by clinicians. In comparison, we identi-
fied 6,249 Autism cases (despite an estimated prevalence five times
lower than DDMF). This can be due to any of the discrepancies listed
by McCurdy et al. for public health data [14] (e.g., missingness,
temporal discrepancies, etc.). Therefore, diagnostic constructs based
on direct labeling alone can lead to the exclusion of large numbers of
people, especially from marginalised communities [11]. Expanding
R to include these high risk cohorts is central to decision-making.

We define population manifestation in data as dR : R∪Rε →



Figure 2: Initial framework for structuring soft intelligence and the lived experiences of visualisation stakeholders in PHM.

C∪Cε , where Rε extends the original reference set by direct an-
notation of additional references using explicit domain knowledge
Kε . Cε represents a manifestation of externalised characteristics
that define additional inclusion criteria. Both Rε and Cε vary in
terms of relevance and definition from one decision-making context
to another. At the clinical context, decision-makers have first hand
experience of interacting with references (patients) in the data. This
context has a high level of agency and knowledge centralisation.
Therefore, clinicians can offer domain knowledge constructs that in-
form the direct labeling of references in Rε . Experts can contribute
knowledge of common practices in selecting clinical codes, and
consensus on what constitutes a valid code list (e.g., [9]). Additional
characteristics Cε capture cohorts who risk having a condition but
are missing a relevant diagnostic code. These Cε are described by
experts in the form of composite criteria (e.g., a child from an ethnic
minority in a deprived area with learning difficulties).

As we step away from clinical contexts, the definition of Cε

becomes less intertwined with data and more reliant on what com-
munities convey to decision-makers about their lived experiences.
Factors that contribute to the relevance of each characteristic include
the reliability of data sources that could support or counter claims
made by communities, and known inequalities that present barriers
to the acquisition of such claims (e.g., from marginalised and hard to
reach communities). We define two measures for each characteristic
in Cε : (i) a relevance score δ ε

j (ci) measures the computational rele-
vance of the ith characteristic to the jth concept; and (ii) the match
between concepts and communities’ lived experiences, which we
denote with with an “imaginary part” symbol Iε

j (ci) to specify that
this measure does not come from data, though it assigns a weight to
ci in specific decision-making contexts.
Composition of care pathways. Decision-makers trace the referral
routes of cohorts from one service to another to identify gaps and
inform resource provision. This means that for each data reference,
a sequence of events X → v1, ..,vq can be fetched from data to define
service usage pathways. Only a small fraction of these events is
typically relevant to service providers. For example, while the EHR
for the autism cohort includes hundreds of event types that include
GP visits, hospital admissions, prescriptions, etc., the story told by
communities typically involves a few milestones (e.g., identification,
assessment, etc.) during these service encounters. The concept for
each milestone can be manifested in different data sources. Decision-
makers are interested in the flow across these milestones to identify
inequalities and missed opportunities along the pathway.

Explicit knowledge about care pathways can be captured at two

levels of granularity. A within-service level defines a localised
journey that includes clinical history and events typically considered
by clinical managers. We define the clinical pathway PCl :

PCl(r,c) = {(v1, ..,vs) ∈ {v1, ..,vq}|s ≤ q,δ (vi)≥ θ} (1)

to map the reference population r characterised by c to an event sub-
sequence (v1, ..,vs) j, where the relevance of each individual event
from data δ (v j) is compared to a domain-defined threshold θ . A
majority of the challenges reported by communities, however, go be-
yond this localised clinical pathway. Issues of disjointed services and
obscure processes create high levels of frustration. PHM decision
makers at the district level are interested in those between-service
issues as they report and assess service performance indicators. In
these contexts, the care pathway becomes a directed graph, in which
each node is a subsequence PCl . The set of edges between the subse-
qences is characterised by several pieces of evidence. Communities’
narratives, decision-makers’ expectation of referral routes, and per-
formance benchmarks act as human-centred edge attributes that
estimate the direction and magnitude of the flow between services,
and barriers experienced along the journey.

We define the composition of population pathways as a labeled
multidigraph PW = (V,E), where V = {PCl j} is the set of all possible
localised (i.e., within-service) pathways that make up the vertices of
the cross-service pathway; E is the set of arcs connecting services.
We define ΣV and ΣE as finite vocabularies that define possible
labels for vertices and edges. ΣV may codify service types and
milestones. ΣE may codify measures of expected and observed
patient flow across services. The ability to tell a story about people’s
journeys has an affective component that can persuade an audience
and inspire change. A careful human-centred definition of ΣV and
ΣA must capture these affective components and use a language that
visualisation viewers can understand and to which they can relate.
Synthesising causal pathways and simulating interventions. To
complement the human-centred service pathway narrative above,
evidence synthesis that informs decision-making typically requires
causal analysis to examine factor-outcome interactions along path-
ways that have already been defined by communities, while uncover-
ing new unexpected relationships through data-driven analyses. Jin
et al. define a Hawkes process based approach to modeling these
causal relationships for event sequences [10]. In our domain model,
we define a causal pathway PC which augments the real-world nar-
ratives captured in PW in one of three ways: (a) add new vertices
to V or modify their labels ΣV ; (b) modify the sequence (v1, ..,vs)
that make up the subsequences in PCl j ; and/or (c) add new links to A
with their corresponding ΣA.



Figure 3: Examples of implementing parts of the CLEVER interface to include reference population selection (a,b) and pathway creation views (c).

2.2 Framework for Visualisation Design
The domain model in Section 2.1 sets a framework for structuring
knowledge constructs that can support decision-making in PHM.
Here, we explore ways in which this structure can guide interface
design and support the externalisation, sharing, and enhancement of
some of these knowledge constructs. This initial framework is not
exhaustive. Each cell in Figure 2 can be explored as a standalone
design study and we acknowledge that more work is needed to iden-
tify the most appropriate visual design alternatives for individual
cells and for transitions across cells. However, in giving a few exam-
ples, we seek to propose one way in which the CLEVER framework
can inform design ideas that motivate users to externalise and share
their tacit understanding of people (the reference population) and
situations (care pathways). Further work that underpins the exter-
nalisation of cause-effect relationships (e.g., causal pathways and
what-if scenarios) is left for future work.

2.2.1 Selecting the reference population
Clinicians and researchers work together to identify the reference
set Rε by considering their domain knowledge of disease coding
ontologies and practices, and national guidelines that govern these
practices. They use this information to either select records directly
or define rules for inclusion of clinical codes. To support the exter-
nalisation of this information, visualisation should display semantic
relationships between clinical codes in light of their manifestation in
data (e.g., Figure 3(a)). This enables a dialogue between clinicians
and service providers on matters regarding data quality and access
to diagnosis. Visualisation researchers should then seek providers’
input on the relevance of specific characteristics δ ε

j (ci). For exam-
ple, if speech and language concerns are known to be discussed in
a specific service’s context (e.g., with health visitors), then δ ε

j (ci)

is increased for data manifestations of these concerns ci wrt to the
autism diagnosis concept in this service-level context.

Figure 3(b) shows a matrix view in which different characteristics
(e.g., speech and language, social behaviour, etc.) are displayed for
individual service contexts. For each characteristic ci, two pieces of
information are displayed: (i) the prevalence of ci’s values in this
service’s cohort (b.1) as well as in other services (b.3) are shown
as indicators of δ ε

j (ci); (ii) a qualitative measure that shows the
percentage of participants who have mentioned this characteristic
is shown as a measure of Iε

j (ci) (b.2). The lived experiences of
patient communities can inform further measures of Iε . For exam-
ple, parents of autistic children have expressed that for years their
concerns about social behaviour were dismissed by clinicians and
therefore not recorded in their children’s EHR. Our suggested design

ensures that this ci is weighted positively in b.2, even when lower
data manifestations are displayed in b.1 and b.3.

Additional information that can supplement a users’ understand-
ing of characteristics contributed by services and assess their value to
the definition of the reference population may include demographic
information that are known to capture inequalities or uncertainties.
For example, if demographic information (e.g., locality, ethnicity,
etc.) is known to introduce biases, summary information or mea-
sures of bias can be presented for each. We take the former approach
by introducing the idea of embedded dashboards in our prototype,
where dashboards are overlaid on the page as popup screens and
dynamically hidden (Figure 3(b.4)). Alternatively, Borland et al.
include measures of bias directly in the visualisation [3].

2.2.2 Creating service pathways
Figure 3(c) presents one possible way to show service pathways and
align population characteristics with wider cross-service information.
Visualisation techniques were chosen to match the type of informa-
tion needed within each localised pathway PCl j . The vertical position
of each PCl j is determined based on qualitative narratives that were
captured in communities’ stories. The top row includes three path-
ways from primary care, home visits and schools. Participants told
us that these are the most common services they encountered in the
early identification stage for Autism. We used Bremer’s “Using data
storytelling with chord diagram” [1] to visualise the flow between
different traits discussed within each of these instances of PCl j . Sub-
sequent stages in the journey included a triage process, referrals to
see a paediatrician, and later being put on a waiting list. Each of
these instances of PCl j comes with its own set of questions about
what happens to people in the corresponding stage. We used em-
bedded dashboards to address these questions. Finally, pipe-shaped
links are used to link the pathways into a higher-level PW .

3 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a framework that provides structure to domain knowl-
edge coming from different stakeholders in the PHM decision-
making process, with an aim to inspire design studies that address
visual analytic needs in this domain. Our preliminary domain model
defines four knowledge constructs that marry both data and hu-
man expertise. The CLEVER framework presents opportunities to
design novel interactive visualisations that facilitate cross-context
integration and communication. We intend to continue iterating the
framework through a series of “deep dives” into each of the contex-
tual cells to further identify the most critical knowledge constructs
contributed by stakeholders and the role that visualisation can play
in this externalisation process.
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